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Abstract— This paper presents a multi-input multi-output
(MIMO) radar framework to detect the activated brain regions
as a multiple target scenario for cerebrovascular monitoring
applications. For this purpose, a setup of microwave brain
monitoring system is designed to extract cerebrovascular
information from the simulated full head phantom. The
proposed setup includes multilayer brain phantom with varying
blood vessel and bowtie antenna with precisely realized
matching medium, which provides a fractional bandwidth from
0.5 to 5 GHz. In order to extract dynamic information from the
blood vessel dilation, first, a single vessel with dilation
properties, second two vessels located in different ranges and
third two targets with different dilation rates are considered.
The spectrogram and CFAR methods are used to show the
vessel dilation and extract doppler information. Simulated
results from all scenarios are presented to demonstrate the
fruitfulness of the proposed method for precisely detecting the
time-dependent characteristics of cerebrovascular targets.
Index Terms—multi-input multi-output (MIMO) radar,
cerebrovascular monitoring, constant false alarm rate (CFAR),
range-doppler profile, waveform diversity.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The feasibility of using microwave-imaging system for
diagnostics applications such as brain tumor and stroke
detection, breast cancer detection, heart imaging, and bone
imaging have been proved in various research reports [1-3].
There are two main categories in microwave imaging which
are passive and active techniques. All of these techniques are
in the near field imaging scenario, which is a very challenging
area [4]. In this point of view, in microwave imaging system,
reconstructing an image from estimated electrical filed
distribution within a region of interest (ROI) is performed by
using surface field observations on the of ROI, and this
involves estimating the distribution of dielectric properties
within the target volume. These techniques have the ability to
reconstruct an image by mapping the relative energy (strong
scattered) or dielectric coefficients of different points on the
area to be imaged [5].
Microwave imaging system using multi-input multi output
(MIMO) radars recently has been proposed as a non-invasive,
low-cost and rapid modality for biomedical imaging
applications [6-7]. The waveform diversity property of MIMO
radars, can greatly enhance flexibiliry and performance
capacity of the system [8]. There are many challenges in
cerebrovascular monitoring using MIMO radars, such as
detection of multiple-targets in the presence of clutter and high
path-loss and waveform diversity and its advanteges in

biomedical applications [9-10]. In addition to these, resolution
improvement is the main challenge and key issue in MIMO
imaging radar. In the point of waveform diversity view in
MIMO imaging radar, using of appropriate excited pulseshapes based on dynamic variation of imaging scene makes
the possibility of manipulating the incident wavefront and
subsequently improving the spatial resolution [6-9].
In this paper, we explore the advantages of employing
MIMO radar framework for cerebrovascular monitoring. In
this context, a simulated setup of microwave head imaging
system using multilayer head phantom including vascular
targets and bowtie antenna is presented. The proposed bowtie
antenna with precisely designed matching medium, provides
a fractional bandwidth from 0.5 to 5 GHz. In order to model
cerebrovascular target, a single blood vessel is simulated. The
diameter of the artery is increased step-wise from 0.1 mm to
1 mm. Spectrogram and range doppler plot are presented to
demonstrate spectral content at different range bins which let
us to detect the time-variant targets from reflected signals.
Then we increase the number of targets and antennas to
perform MIMO framework. In this context, we used 1D
CFAR detection to demonstrate the range difference and
finally in order to show different targets with different range
and doppler information we applied 2D CFAR detection.
Extracted results prove the effectiveness of the proposed
method for precisely distinguishing time-varying targets with
different dopplers and distances from antennas.
II.

CEREBROVASCULAR MONITORING BASED ON
ELECTROMAGNETIC MODALITY

In the envisioned cerebrovascular monitoring based on
electromagnetic modality frameworks such as MIMO
imaging radar, it is assumed that if we could detect changes
in the volume of blood vessels in different parts of the brain,
we are able to demonstrate which areas of the brain are
activated during performing various tasks such as visual,
hearing, moving, and other activities [11]. During this
neurophysiological process, oxygen and
glucose
consumption are increased as shown in Fig. 1 (a).
Hemodynamic response yields dilation of blood vessels
around 20-50 % and subsequently increasing cerebral blood
volume < 6% [12]. In addition, a simplified spherical model
with vascular targets which is used for simulation is shown in
Fig. 1 (b).

along the “slow-time”. Range-doppler frames reveals moving
properties, as well as micro-doppler properties of targets [13].

(a)

Fig. 2. Range-doppler frame generation from raw data of simulated brain
activities scenario [13].

III.

(b)
Fig. 1. (a) Brain blood vasculature as a function of blood flow [6], and (b)
Converting cerbrovascular to a simlifiled spherical simulation model.

The down-range resolution which is defined as half the
pulse-width is the limitation of ultra-wideband (UWB) pulse
radar resolution. Down-range resolution in tissue is defined
as ∆ = ⁄2√ , where is the pulse duration and c is
the light speed. Regarding to the selected frequency
bandwidth for this study, required down-range resolution is
possible for cerebrovascular target’s motion. In order to
increase the performance of system’s detection in the ranging
accuracy and the ability to distinguish between two targets
which are really close together, the cross-range resolution
should be improved. Cross range (spatial) resolution can be
enhanced by increasing the antenna number and using
beamforming based on waveform diversity in MIMO radar
approach. It has been demonstrated that in the mm-scale
targets the sub-mm variations is sensible [12]. The crossrange resolution ∆
in air is identified by: ∆ = ⁄2Ω
where
corresponds to the wavelength of the center
frequency, and Ω is the angular beamwidth (or array
aperture) [9]. In addition, in MIMO framework, high frame
rates for improving temporal resolution can be obtained using
m-sequence pseudo noise signals for convincing temporal
resolution [13].
In this study, for extracting cerebrovascular variations the
range-doppler frame is generated in MIMO radar. First, fast
Fourier transform (FFT) is applied for range information.
Then, the second FFT is applied for doppler information
extraction. Fig. 2 shows the procedure for generating range
doppler profile which includes of the two-step signal
processing [13]. A sequence of time domain received signals
is located in each raw of the data matrix. The range profile
can be obtained by applying FFT along the “fast-time”. In
order to extract the range-doppler profiles, windowing is
applied to the range profile and after, the FFT is performed

CONFIGURATION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this section, the precisely multi-layer model of the human
head phantom including cerebrovascular time-variant targets
as shown in Fig. 3, is simulated in CST microwave studio
[14]. The external radius of the elliptical head phantom is 12
cm and a cylindrical curved target with variable diameter
which is located in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) layer of the
head model is considered as cerebrovascular target. The
utilized head phantom contains all anatomical details of the
human head including head layers, from skin layer to white
matter of the brain for ease of modeling and imaging. All
electrical characteristics of the utilized head phantom's
materials are given in Table I. In addition, as shown in Fig. 3
(b), the proposed antenna located in the front of the full head
model at equal distances 10 mm from skin layer, and a blood
vessel that located inside the head.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. (a) Multi-static UWB microwave imaging system schematic
including multi layer structure of the designed head phantom and antenna's
positions.for cerbrovacular target detection (front view), and (b) simulated
head model and atenna with a single blood vessel in CST medium
(prespective view).

TABLE I.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERITICS OF THE MULTI-LAYER
BRAIN PHANTOM

Tissue
Skin (dry)
Fat
Skull
Cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF)
Gray Matter
White Matter

Thickness
(mm)
2
1.4
4.1

Relative
Permittivity
40.93
5.44
12.36

Conductivity
(S/m)
0.89
0.05
0.15

0.5

68.43

2.45

7
Inner Part

52.28
38.57

0.98
0.62

For the radiating ellemnt, here we use the matched bowtie
antenna which present desirable radiation and physical
features, such as omnidirectioanl radiation pattern, relativly
high gain, low profile strcture [15]. The proposed structure is
depicted in Fig 4 which is designed based on the antennas
presented previously in Ref. [15-16], but improved radiation
characterstics and lower dimensions. The bow-tie antenna fed
by a 50 Ω microstrip line, which is printed on an Rogress
5880 substrate with the dimension of 22×22 mm2, the
electrical permitivity of 2.2, and the loss tangent of 0.001.
The basic antenna structure consists of a radiating patch, a
balun type feed line. All dimensions of the antenna are given
in Table II.

for permittivity and conductivity of the matching medium the
antenna will be radiated from 0.5 to 5 GHz. The calculated
electrical characteristics of the coupling medium are = 20
and = 0.5 ⁄ . The frequency ranges of 0.5 to 5 GHz,
shall offer a balance between the two conflicting
requirements of better spatial resolution and higher
penetration depths in cerebrovascular monitoring
applications. By this condition the reachable theoretical
spatial resolution is determined around 2 mm, which is better
than the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
systems’ spatial resolution (3-5 mm).

Fig. 5. Comparison of the simulated return loss characteristics of the
proposed antenna in different scenarios.

IV.

Fig. 4. The proposed matched bowtie antenna with matching balun
schematic [13].
TABLE II.
Parameter
Wsub
Wb
W1
W3
L2
Hsub (Balloon)

THE PROPOSED SLOT ANTENNA DIMENSIONS
(mm)
22
40
1.1
1.84
20
1.27

Parameter
Lsub
Lb
W2
L1
Hsub
d

(mm)
22
8
1.75
7
1.5
1.5

The first step before starting simulation of the microwave
imaging setup is designing a matching medium. By shielding
antenna in the matching medium, it is possible to decrease the
mismatch effects between antenna and head phantom [15].
To ensure electrical matching between antennas and internal
of the region under test a coupling medium is designed based
on parametric sweep analysis of its electrical characteristics.
Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the simulated return loss
characteristics of the proposed antenna in different scenarios.
It can be seen from Fig. 5 that by determining a good choice

RESULTS AND VALIDATION DISCUSSIONS

A. Detection of Signle Blood Vessel Dilation using
Spectrogram Processing
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed dynamic
imaging system, the propsed microwave imagig system
simulated in CST simulator as demonstrated in Fig. 3 and a
CAD tool is programmed in MATLAB to extract the doppler
infromaton from recorded signals. For this purpose, the
diameter of the blood vessel’s diameter is increased from 0.1
mm to 1 mm in ten steps, to gather the received signals across
a wide range of blood vessel’s diameters. In data processing
section, first the received signals are collected by the CST
studio software in frequency domain. In data acquisition
process to explore the required information, several steps are
applied to the received such as slow-time domain filtering,
clutter removal, and inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT)
along fast time domain.
After acquisitioning of the time domain signals, this data is
transferred to baseband data (I-Q). This transformation helps
to extract amplitude and phase data by multiplying with the
carrier frequency at a 0O and 90O phase shift, and arctangent
demodulating. We used the ten pulse steps of the received
signal and at each pulse, the blood vessel diameter is
increased. By considering that the radar operates at 0.5-5
GHz with a gaussian pulse, Fig. 6 (a) shows the spectrogram
(time-frequency response). As illustrated in Fig. 6 (a), a
moving target introduces a frequency shift in the radar return
due to doppler effect. In addition, Fig. 6 (b) shows the
extracted range doppler plot which is highlighted the doppler
changing during 0.8 seconds of scanning period.

(a)
Fig. 7. 2D-FFT surface plot of two cerberovascular targets with different
distance from antenna.

(b)
Fig. 6. Detection od signle blood vessel dilation (a) Spectrogram and (b)
Range-doppler plot.

B. Detection of Mutiple-Target using MIMO Radar
B.1 Range-Doppler Processing for Two Targets with
Different Ranges and Same Dilation Rates
In this section in order to consider multiple target scenario,
we used the proposed multi-layer head model in the CST
medium with two cerebrovascular targets as shown in Fig. 4.
In order to realized MIMO array, one-dimensional
hemispherical antenna array configuration is considered
around nominal targets. The challenge here is detecting
varying diameter of each blood vessel. For this, we have
generated data cube from integrated reflected signals. The
carrier frequency is 3 GHz and the swept frequency is 12
GHz. Fig. 8 shows the 2D fft surface plot of two
cerberovascular targets with different distance from antenna.
In order to extract range doppler profile of two
cerberovascular targets with different distance from antenna,
we applied one dimensional constant false alarm rate (CFAR)
and the result is shown in Fig. 8. CFAR applys a dynamic
thresholding process, which the detection threshold varies as
a function of the curve under test. The CFAR technique
estimates the level of "cell under test". Then this estimation
is used to decide if the target is in the cell under test (CUT).
This process loops across all the range cells and decides the
presence of target based on the noise estimate [17].

Fig. 8. Range doppler profile of two cerberovascular targets with different
distance from antenna.

B.2

Range-Doppler Processing for Multiple-Target
Monitoring with Different Dialation Rates
In this section a 2D-CFAR techniques are employed to
detect multiple targets from range doppler extracted from
data cube. Fig. 9 shows 3D range-doppler profile of two
targets with different dilation rates. In addition, Fig. 10 shows
range doppler profile before and after 2D CFAR detection.
From these results, we found that using MIMO can get a
relative higher resolution.

Fig. 9. The 3D Range doppler profile of two targets with different dilation
rates.
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(b)
Fig. 10. Range doppler profile (a) before and (b) after 2D-CFAR detection.

V.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents simulation setup of the MIMO
microwave head imaging system using multilayer brain
phantom and bow-tie antenna for physiological information
extraction from cerebrovascular activities. For this purpose,
reflected signals have been collected through an antenna from
three different simulation scenarios which are used to extract
cerebrovascular features. Spectrogram and range-doppler
plot are presented to demonstrate spectral content at different
range bins which let us to detect this time varying target from
reflected signals. Then we increased the number of targets
and antennas to perform MIMO framework. In this context,
we used 1D-CFAR detection to demonstrate the range
difference. Finally, in order to show different targets with
different range and doppler information we applied 2DCFAR detection. Simulated results validate the effectiveness
of the proposed method for precisely distinguishing timevarying targets with different doppler and distance from
antennas. The results show that the proposed algorithm is
able to detect cerebrovascular information in different
scenarios.
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